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Introduction
• Declining team sport participation rates
• Up to 30% of youth drop out of sport each year
• Drop-out process begins at age 9, accelerates after age 11
Reasons:
ü Lack of enjoyment
ü Lack of perceived competence
ü Stress
ü Negative team dynamics
ü Negative relationship with a coach
ü Pressure
ü Lack of time
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Complexity!
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Growth of private sport clubs
Focus on travel and comp sport
Pressure to play on multiple teams
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And for most of you - add private youth sport organizations to the mix!

The Good News?

We can do something to positively
influence almost ALL of the reasons
for sport dropout!

Youth Sport Leadership

Coach Development

Engaging Sport Parents

Providing resources and
opportunities; dialogue and
reflection; feedback and
evaluation
Articulating a youth sport
philosophy; coordinating and
standardizing efforts; leading a
diverse sport delivery system
Setting and communicating
expectations; providing education;
provide accountability

A Youth Sport Philosophy
Developing
Positive Push
Enhancing Sport
Enjoyment

Athlete-Centered
Development

Cultivating
Relationships

Positive Sport
Experience

Strategies for Enhancing Sport Enjoyment
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Lack of enjoyment is the most frequent reason given
for dropping out of youth sport particularly for youth
between the ages of 7-15 (Crane & Temple, 2015;
Gardner et al., 2016).

Strategies for Enhancing Sport Enjoyment
ü Create policies and contexts that
maximize inclusive opportunities
ü Design practices to increase
physical activity
ü Foster pro-social behavior
ü Teach through games
ü Reward positive coaching behavior
ü Talk to athletes about what they
enjoyed about practice/games
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Lack of enjoyment is the most frequent reason given
for dropping out of youth sport particularly for youth
between the ages of 7-15 (Crane & Temple, 2015;
Gardner et al., 2016).

Strategies for Developing a Positive Push

Optimal push is the ability to read one’s child’s and
one’s own emotional needs, consider the goals of
sport participation and development, and provide an
appropriate balance of structure and expectations
(Lauer, Gould, Roman, & Pierce, 2010).

Strategies for Developing a Positive Push
ü Build a mastery climate
ü Reward behavior that is in line
with program philosophy
ü Develop appropriate game and
practice goals
ü Provide and inquire about
feedback relative to goals, not
outcomes

Optimal push is the ability to read one’s child’s and
one’s own emotional needs, consider the goals of
sport participation and development, and provide an
appropriate balance of structure and expectations
(Lauer, Gould, Roman, & Pierce, 2010).

Strategies for Cultivating Relationships

For a well-structured sport system, it is important for
the coach to develop positive relationships across
sport constituents. This includes building positive
relationships among parents, athletes, coaches,
and administrators (Collins & Barcelona, in press).

Strategies for Cultivating Relationships
ü Hold people accountable to clear
expectations
ü Show athletes you care
ü Listen to concerns
ü Give athletes a voice
ü Provide contact points/be visible
ü Keep parents informed and
reinforce positive behavior

For a well-structured sport system, it is important for
the coach to develop positive relationships across
sport constituents. This includes building positive
relationships among parents, athletes, coaches,
and administrators (Collins & Barcelona, in press).

Challenges with Sport Parents…

“I’m uncomfortable dealing with parents in various ways. When they feel their
child is better than they are. When they want to see more playing time. When
they do not take responsibility for getting their child to practices/games on time.
When they feel a coaching method is not appropriate. Soccer is a great game –
if we could just get rid of the parents.”
– Youth Sport Coach

Case Study – Putting Strategies in Action
NYBA: Norwood Youth Basketball Association
Specific Scenario: Consider the following. Coach Sullivan seeks your advice. S/he is coaching a team
in the recreational in-house league for grades 5-7. The players on this team did not make the travel
league and therefore are playing in the house league. Based on the number of players available,
athletes in 5th, 6th, and 7th grade are all playing together. Coach Sullivan currently has 12 players on
the roster. Of the 12, three (3) are seventh graders, four (4) are six-graders, and five (5) are 5thgraders. Coach Sullivan is struggling because the team represents a diversity of skill-level and
commitment. What advice will you give Coach Sullivan relative to developing a specific strategy for
each of the following:
1) Enhancing Enjoyment; 2) Developing a Positive Push; 3) Cultivating Relationships?

Conclusion
• Drop out is rooted in a complex set of
factors
• We can address many of them in
program design
• Start with a philosophy rooted in
athlete-centered development and
positive sport experience
• Use the three strategies – enhancing
sport enjoyment, developing positive
push, and cultivating relationships
• We must be willing to take action!
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